Eau de Paris

About

Eau de Paris is an independent authority of the city of Paris, responsible for water supply in Paris since May 1st, 2009 and distribution since January 1st, 2010.

Signed Charter

Charte Eau de Paris.pdf (568.38 KB)

Paris Action Climat Contact

Florence Soupizet

“ The leading public water company in France, Eau de Paris delivers excellent quality water to its 3 million users every day at the fairest price. Because water is at the heart of climate challenges, Eau de Paris adopted a "climate energy" plan in 2015, with ambitious objectives by 2020 in terms of adaptation and mitigation to face climate deregulation: reduce GHG emissions by 15%, reduce energy consumption by 12%, consume 95% of energy from renewable sources and avoid the emission of 4,500TeqCO2 thanks to the production of renewable energy. These commitments are complementary to the company’s strategies for the protection of water resources and biodiversity. These documents reflect the integrated and coherent vision of the sustainable development carried by Eau de Paris and its mobilization in favor of the resilience of territories.

J. Dupont - Responsable du projet”
Climate actions plan

Objectifs de réduction de gaz à effets de serre

- 10 % between 2010 and 2013

Progression

85%

Action plan (84 KB)

Sustainable Strategy 2030

Les actualités d'Eau de Paris
Resource protection: Eau de Paris launches its own agricultural aid scheme

Le Paris de l'Eau zero plastic waste: Eau de Paris launches an Action Tank to fight against throwaway containers

World Water Day: "Choosing tap water means combining health protection and environmental action"
Eau de Paris' Communities
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